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PIA -  

The compact POCSAG transmitter 

PIA  – POCSAG transmitter for Hytera and icom mobile radios or as computer solution. 
Text messages, that are sent to the DMR or dPMR mobile radio, are transmitted by PIA as POCSAG notification. 

Integration in DMR or dPMR private mobile radio 
network 
 
Individual Pager solution when using private 
mobile radio frequencies 
 
Optional PC software 
 
RS232 – interface 
 
Including integrated wide-range power supply 
(10-30V DC) 
 
Compact design 
 
OEM version available 

PIA – Radio- detector for private mobile radio or individual pager solution

The PIA POCSAG transmitter in VHF or UHF range transmits 
call- or alarm- signals from the Hytera or icom mobile radio 
to corresponding pager. In the configuration software, you 
can adjust the Pager address (RIC) to which the notification 
is supposed to be transmitted. This can take the form of an 
individual text message from the mobile radio system or a 
notification about an incoming call on the radio device. 
 
The optional availabel software for windows offers much  
more options:  
With just one POCSAG transmitter you can use the software 
to send individual messages to different pagers (different 
RICs). This possibility is especially beneficial for the usage in 
buildings or on ships, as you can specifically notify different 
recipients. An intelligent operation of several PIA transmitters 
also makes it possible to provide comprehensive coverage in 
buildings or on large company premises. 
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*Encryption like Swissphone-IDEA or BOSKRYPT is not supported! 



PIA in application

Technical data
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QUICK SPECS          

Power Supply: 10…30V DC 

Active Power:   max. 13 Watt 

Inputs:          Power Supply 

RS232  

HF-Radio TX power:     1W - 5W 

Frequency range:         136-174 MHz VHF 

      430-470MHz UHF 

 

 

Channel spacing:          12,5kHz, 20kHz, 25kHz 

Interfaces: 1 x D-Sub, DB15 female 

Humidity: 30...85% rel. humidity 

Operating temperature: -30...+ 60 °C 

Certifications: CE, ECE-R10 Rev5 

Dimensions (WxHxD):  63 x 32 x 122 mm 

Accessory:           PIA Paging Software 
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